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A challenge of molecular self-assembly is to understand how to design particles that self-assemble
into a desired structure and not any of a potentially large number of undesired structures. Here
we use simulation to show that a strategy of minimal positive design allows the self-assembly of
networks equivalent to the 8 semiregular Archimedean tilings of the plane, structures not previously
realized in simulation. This strategy consists of identifying the fewest distinct types of interparticle
interaction that appear in the desired structure, and does not require enumeration of the many
possible undesired structures. The resulting particles, which self-assemble into the desired networks,
possess DNA-like selectivity of their interactions. Assembly of certain molecular networks may
therefore require such selectivity.
Molecular self-assembly is the spontaneous organiza-
tion of molecules or other small particles into struc-
tures [1–10]. Despite many successes in the labora-
tory we lack complete understanding of how to design
particles that will self-assemble into a desired struc-
ture: sometimes the outcome of self-assembly is an un-
desired structure, which might be metastable or kinet-
ically trapped [11]. Simulation can help us understand
how particle design influences the process and outcome
of self-assembly [12–17]. Ideas derived from such stud-
ies include the notion of positive and negative design,
used by Doye, Louis and Vendruscolo [12] to describe
the design of particles to promote a desired structure
or to suppress undesired structures. We show here that
a particular type of positive design, which we shall call
minimal positive design, allows the self-assembly of net-
work structures equivalent to the Archimedean tilings of
the plane. The concept is simple to implement: we drew
pictures of the desired structures and labeled the inter-
particle interactions that arise, and then (on the com-
puter) made particles with those interactions and no oth-
ers. Those particles self-assembled, under a simple cool-
ing protocol, into the desired structures, which had not
previously been realized in simulation [18]. The field of
DNA nanotechnology makes widespread use of the princi-
ple of chemical selectivity [19–22], allowing, for instance,
self-assembly of structures in which particles are of many
distinct types [7, 23, 24]. Here we show that chemically
selective interactions are also necessary to assemble cer-
tain complex single-component structures, which a priori
do not appear to require this capability. By formalizing
the idea of minimal positive design we hope to provide a
way of thinking about chemical selectivity and its role in
self-assembly.
We illustrate the concept of minimal positive design
by considering the self-assembly of networks equivalent
to tilings of the plane [25, 26]. Such networks are com-
plex geometrically, and so pose a challenge for design,
and their experimental realizations, via the self-assembly
of real molecules at surfaces, have useful properties [27–
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30]. The simplest tilings of the plane are the 3 Pla-
tonic tilings, which consist of regular triangles, squares or
hexagons. The networks equivalent to these tilings can
be self-assembled from patchy particles, model molecules
with anisotropic pairwise interactions [31–34], that pos-
sess regular sixfold, fourfold or threefold rotational sym-
metry, respectively [18, 32, 35, 36]. Evident here is the
concept of positive design: particles have the same rota-
tional symmetry as the vertices of the network equivalent
to the edges of the tiling. In addition, the formation of al-
ternative structures is avoided during self-assembly, and
the desired networks spontaneously appear.
Networks equivalent to the 8 Archimedean tilings of
the plane pose a sterner challenge for design. These
tilings, sections of which are shown in Fig. 1, are com-
posed of two or three polygon types, but only one type of
vertex [25][37]. In principle, therefore, they can be made
from a single type of particle [38]. However, Ref. [18]
showed that patchy particles whose interaction geome-
tries are those of the vertices of these tilings are not in
general thermodynamically stable in network form, tend-
ing instead to form more compact undesired structures.
Consistent with this observation we found that such par-
ticles do not in general self-assemble into networks equiv-
alent to the Archimedean tilings.
The concept of minimal positive design can be used
to overcome this problem. In Fig. 2(a) we show a sec-
tion of a network equivalent (in an averaged sense) to
the 3.4.6.4 Archimedean tiling. Archimedean tilings are
designated a0.a1. · · · .aK−1, meaning that as we move in
a circle around any vertex we encounter a regular a0-gon,
followed by a regular a1-gon, and so on, ending with a
regular aK−1-gon [25]. The network shown is made from
a 4-patch particle with an angle of θ(3) = 60◦ between
the bisectors of patches 0 and 1, an angle of θ(4) = 90◦
between the bisectors of patches 1 and 2, an angle of
θ(6) = 120◦ between the bisectors of patches 2 and 3,
and (therefore) an angle of θ(4) = 90◦ between the bi-
sectors of patches 3 and 0; here θ(n) ≡ (n − 2)pi/n is
the internal angle of a regular n-gon. We shall call this
a 3.4.6.4 particle. In general, as noted in [18], a vertex
of an Archimedean tiling a0.a1. · · · .aK−1 can be made
from a patchy particle of the same destination, i.e. one
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2FIG. 1. Networks of patchy particles (left images), and their tiling representations (right images) obtained by joining the
centers of interacting particles. These networks, equivalent to the 8 semiregular Archimedean tilings, self-assembled from
particles of the geometry and attractive patch-patch interactions given in Table I.
with K patches whose bisectors are separated by angles
θ(a0), θ(a1), . . . , θ(aK−1) (we label patches by integers
0, 1, . . . ,K − 1 so that θ(ai) is the angle between the
bisectors of patches i and i+ 1, with patch K being also
patch 0).
If all patches of the particle shown in Fig. 2(a) at-
tract all other patches then the particle can participate
in undesired networks like that shown in Fig. 2(b), and
in a large number of disordered networks. Such net-
works compete thermodynamically with the target struc-
ture [18], or act as traps that kinetically arrest assembly.
However, looking again at Fig. 2(a) we see that not all
patch-patch interactions appear in the 3.4.6.4 tiling: only
the pairs 0:1 and 2:3 do so. If we construct a patchy
particle whose patches are chemically selective in that
way, allowing only attractions between patch 0 and 1
and between patch 2 and 3, then, as shown in Fig. 3(c),
it self-assembles into the desired network. This chemi-
cal selectivity is the minimal element in the strategy of
minimal positive design. Absent this selectivity the self-
assembly process results in the undesired structure shown
in Fig. 2(d).
The simulation model used to make these figures is
similar to that used in Ref. [36]. The particles in ques-
tion are hard discs of diameter a. Particles attract each
other via patches of opening angle 10◦. Particle interac-
tions are square-well in both angle [39] and range, and
they are chemically selective: particles possess a pair-
wise attraction of energy − kBT if 1) two disc centers
lie within a distance 11a/10; if 2) the line joining those
3FIG. 2. (a) The starred particle acts as a vertex of the network equivalent to the 3.4.6.4 tiling (the surrounding tile types are
labeled in black). The only patch-to-patch contacts made are 0-to-1 and 2-to-3 (patch identities are marked in white). (b) If
other patch-to-patch contacts are permitted then the particle can form other networks. (c) Simulations done in the presence of
only the necessary interactions result in self-assembly of the 3.4.6.4 network (we draw convex polygons on top of the network).
(d) Simulations done when all patch-patch interactions are attractive result in undesired structures.
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FIG. 3. Number of convex polygons (n), of type indicated, as a function of Monte Carlo step number (t) during assembly of
the 3.4.6.4 tiling (left) and the 3.12.12 tiling (right). The 3.4.6.4 tiling assembles via nucleation and growth of the unit cell;
the 3.12.12 tiling results instead from the coarsening of a network of triangles, a piece of which is shown in the inset.
two discs cuts through one patch on each disc; and if 3)
the patch-patch pairs are those shown in Table I. Patches
engaged in this manner are shown green in figures, and
those not engaged are shown black. For illustrative pur-
poses we sometimes draw the convex polygons that result
from joining the centers of bound discs. The simulation
protocol we used is designed to mimic the deposition and
assembly of real molecules on surfaces. We work in the
µV T ensemble. We start with an empty substrate and
allow particles to appear and disappear on it using grand-
canonical Monte Carlo moves [40]. We allow particles
to move on the substrate using the virtual-move Monte
4TABLE I. Interactions for the minimal positive design of the
Archimedean tilings.
particles complementary patches
3.3.3.3.6 0:4, 1:1, 2:3
3.3.3.4.4 0:3, 1:1, 2:2, 4:4
3.3.4.3.4 0:4, 1:1, 2:3
3.6.3.6 0:1, 2:3
3.4.6.4 0:1, 2:3
4.8.8 0:1, 2:2
3.12.12 0:1, 2:2
4.6.12 and 4.12.6 0:1′, 2:2′
Carlo algorithm described in the appendix of Ref. [41] (we
checked that the results of several simulations were qual-
itatively unchanged upon using also a Metropolis Monte
Carlo dynamics). We started the simulation with a small
value of  (≈ 1) and a chemical potential chosen so that
the substrate is sparsely occupied with particles, and we
‘cooled’ the system slowly by increasing  by a value of
≈ 0.1 every million Monte Carlo steps (this is a conve-
nient way of finding the bond energy at which assembly
can proceed). Eventually, we observe the self-assembly
of a network structure.
Inspection of the Archimedean tilings [25] reveals that
the corresponding networks can be built from the particle
geometries and interactions listed in Table I. We verified
that particles of this nature self-assemble in simulations
into networks equivalent to the Archimedean tilings. Sec-
tions of these networks are shown in Fig. 1; simulation
boxes from which these sections are taken are shown in
Fig. S1. Networks possess some disordered regions, such
as grain boundaries, but otherwise cover large portions of
the substrate. Networks are porous, and in some of the
larger pores we observe the assembly of smaller struc-
tures. Pictures of the networks alone are shown in Fig.
S2. Most of these networks emerge via nucleation and
growth of the ordered unit cell. One that does not is
the 3.12.12 network, which self-assembles hierarchically:
a network of triangles forms and subsequently rearranges
to complete the 12-gons; see Fig. 3.
One point of note, mentioned in Ref. [18], is that the
4.6.12 tiling must be made from two types of vertex (or
particle), 4.6.12 and 4.12.6. These vertices are usually
considered equivalent in the mathematical literature [25],
but the corresponding particles are distinct objects. Thus
the 4.6.12 tiling is unlike the other 7 Archimedean tilings
in that it requires at least two types of particle for its
construction. The primes in the last row of Table I indi-
cate that the required attractive interactions are between
the two types of particle. We used an equimolar mixture
of the two particle types.
In Fig. S3 we show the results of self-assembly done
without the constraint of chemical selectivity. Sections
of the 3.3.3.4.4 and 3.3.4.3.4 tilings appear. The 3.6.3.6
tiling appears, albeit in competition with a rhombic poly-
morph (which would be favored at finite pressure [18]);
see Fig. S4. In general, however, we do not observe
large-scale self-assembly of networks equivalent to the
Archimedean tilings.
We have shown that the strategy of minimal positive
design – geometry plus chemical selectivity – succeeds in
self-assembling networks equivalent to the Archimedean
tilings where positive design alone – geometry – fails.
Self-assembly using minimal positive design is still vul-
nerable, like other examples of self-assembly, to kinetic
traps that can thwart assembly [11, 13, 32], particularly
when assembly intermediates are large and floppy, be-
cause they can be prevented from closing by adjacent
structures. Such traps can be exacerbated e.g. by rapid
cooling, causing assembly to fail. Importantly, though,
there are conditions for which assembly can succeed,
which is not true here for the case of positive design alone.
The strategy of minimal positive design used here is sim-
ple to implement. It consists only of the enumeration
of the interactions that occur in desired structures, and
does not involve assessment of the thermodynamic sta-
bility of the desired structures, nor explicit consideration
of possible competing structures (many of which are dis-
ordered and would be difficult to enumerate). Although
not all structures can be thought of in the terms con-
sidered here – in quasicrystals, for instance, one cannot
uniquely enumerate the interactions made by every parti-
cle in the structure [42] – many can. Moreover, while as-
sembly of networks equivalent to the simplest (Platonic)
tilings of the plane does not require chemical specificity
of interactions, assembly of networks equivalent to the
next-simplest (Archimedean) tilings does. It seems likely,
therefore, that several areas of molecular self-assembly
– involving e.g. molecules at surfaces – could benefit
from an interaction principle that is widely seen in pro-
teins [43, 44], and used in DNA nanotechnology to create
complex structures [19, 22, 45].
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6S1. SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURES
FIG. S1. Simulation boxes from which the snapshots in Fig. 1 are taken.
7FIG. S2. The networks of Fig. 1 shown, for clarity, without the particles inside the pores.
8FIG. S3. The result of simulations done with all patch-patch interactions attractive (panel order is as Fig. S1). Networks
equivalent to the desired tilings do not, in general, assemble.
9FIG. S4. The 3.6.3.6 particle with all patch-patch interactions attractive spontaneously forms two networks (close-ups of
which are shown at right). One is the network equivalent to the 3.6.3.6 Archimedean tiling; the other is a rhombic network.
The latter is denser and so is favored at finite pressure, consistent with the findings of Ref. [18]. With minimal positive design,
i.e. using only the interactions shown in Table I, only the desired network assembles.
